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Notice 
1. All information included in this document is current as of the date this document is issued. Such information, however, is 

subject to change without any prior notice. Before purchasing or using any Renesas Electronics products listed herein, please 
confirm the latest product information with a Renesas Electronics sales office. Also, please pay regular and careful attention to 
additional and different information to be disclosed by Renesas Electronics such as that disclosed through our website. 

2. Renesas Electronics does not assume any liability for infringement of patents, copyrights, or other intellectual property rights 
of third parties by or arising from the use of Renesas Electronics products or technical information described in this document.  
No license, express, implied or otherwise, is granted hereby under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property rights 
of Renesas Electronics or others. 

3. You should not alter, modify, copy, or otherwise misappropriate any Renesas Electronics product, whether in whole or in part. 
4. Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided only to illustrate the operation of 

semiconductor products and application examples.  You are fully responsible for the incorporation of these circuits, software, 
and information in the design of your equipment.  Renesas Electronics assumes no responsibility for any losses incurred by 
you or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software, or information. 

5. When exporting the products or technology described in this document, you should comply with the applicable export control 
laws and regulations and follow the procedures required by such laws and regulations.  You should not use Renesas 
Electronics products or the technology described in this document for any purpose relating to military applications or use by 
the military, including but not limited to the development of weapons of mass destruction.  Renesas Electronics products and 
technology may not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited 
under any applicable domestic or foreign laws or regulations. 

6. Renesas Electronics has used reasonable care in preparing the information included in this document, but Renesas Electronics 
does not warrant that such information is error free.  Renesas Electronics assumes no liability whatsoever for any damages 
incurred by you resulting from errors in or omissions from the information included herein. 

7. Renesas Electronics products are classified according to the following three quality grades:  “Standard”, “High Quality”, and 
“Specific”.  The recommended applications for each Renesas Electronics product depends on the product’s quality grade, as 
indicated below.  You must check the quality grade of each Renesas Electronics product before using it in a particular 
application.  You may not use any Renesas Electronics product for any application categorized as “Specific” without the prior 
written consent of Renesas Electronics.  Further, you may not use any Renesas Electronics product for any application for 
which it is not intended without the prior written consent of Renesas Electronics.  Renesas Electronics shall not be in any way 
liable for any damages or losses incurred by you or third parties arising from the use of any Renesas Electronics product for an 
application categorized as “Specific” or for which the product is not intended where you have failed to obtain the prior written 
consent of Renesas Electronics.  The quality grade of each Renesas Electronics product is “Standard” unless otherwise 
expressly specified in a Renesas Electronics data sheets or data books, etc. 

“Standard”: Computers; office equipment; communications equipment; test and measurement equipment; audio and visual 
equipment; home electronic appliances; machine tools; personal electronic equipment; and industrial robots. 

“High Quality”: Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.); traffic control systems; anti-disaster systems; anti-
crime systems; safety equipment; and medical equipment not specifically designed for life support. 

“Specific”:  Aircraft; aerospace equipment; submersible repeaters; nuclear reactor control systems; medical equipment or 
systems for life support (e.g. artificial life support devices or systems), surgical implantations, or healthcare 
intervention (e.g. excision, etc.), and any other applications or purposes that pose a direct threat to human life. 

8. You should use the Renesas Electronics products described in this document within the range specified by Renesas Electronics, 
especially with respect to the maximum rating, operating supply voltage range, movement power voltage range, heat radiation 
characteristics, installation and other product characteristics. Renesas Electronics shall have no liability for malfunctions or 
damages arising out of the use of Renesas Electronics products beyond such specified ranges. 

9. Although Renesas Electronics endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of its products, semiconductor products have 
specific characteristics such as the occurrence of failure at a certain rate and malfunctions under certain use conditions. Further, 
Renesas Electronics products are not subject to radiation resistance design.  Please be sure to implement safety measures to 
guard them against the possibility of physical injury, and injury or damage caused by fire in the event of the failure of a 
Renesas Electronics product, such as safety design for hardware and software including but not limited to redundancy, fire 
control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures.  Because 
the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult, please evaluate the safety of the final products or system 
manufactured by you. 

10. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental 
compatibility of each Renesas Electronics product.  Please use Renesas Electronics products in compliance with all applicable 
laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS 
Directive.  Renesas Electronics assumes no liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with 
applicable laws and regulations. 

11. This document may not be reproduced or duplicated, in any form, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of Renesas 
Electronics. 

12. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office if you have any questions regarding the information contained in this 
document or Renesas Electronics products, or if you have any other inquiries. 

(Note 1) “Renesas Electronics” as used in this document means Renesas Electronics Corporation and also includes its majority-
owned subsidiaries. 

(Note 2) “Renesas Electronics product(s)” means any product developed or manufactured by or for Renesas Electronics. 
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The MCUs for everyone.

The H8S/Tiny Series adds improved performance to the many advantages of 
the acclaimed H8/300H Tiny Series.

H8SX/1600

H8S/2600

H8S/2400
(33 MHz)

H8S/Tiny
(20 MHz)

H8S/2300

H8S/2200

H8S/2100

H8/300H

H8/300H Tiny

H8SX/1500

H8S/2600

H8S/2500

H8S/2400

H8S/2300

H8S/2200

H8S/2100

H8S/Tiny

H8/300H

H8/300H Tiny

H8/300L

H8/300

New

New

Advancing to the H8S/Tiny Series

F
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10080643220 48, 52

External extensions

Higher pin counts (120 to 144 pins)

ROM: 256KB and above

5V specification

Enhanced peripheral functions

Improved ease of use 
(elimination of shared pins)

Single-chip orientation

Lower pin counts (64 to 80 pins)

Embedding of external devices

Tiny Series Roadmap

Pin count

A series of 48-pin and 64-pin high-performance RISC MCUs that are 
available with on-chip flash memory only. High-end general-purpose 
versions (for motor control, etc.) offer excellent real-time performance.

Available with on-chip flash memory only. Pin counts range from 20 to 
80 pins. Versions are available for a wide range of applications.

Wide variety of versions available. Range of products for specific fields.

MCUs delivering better performance than H8/300H Tiny, compatible pin 
arrangements, and versions for the office equipment, industrial, and 
consumer applications.

MCUs for high-end motors and automotive systems.

SH/Tiny

M16C/Tiny

R8C/Tiny

H8/300H Tiny

H8S/Tiny

Renesas                Series MCUs bring
enhanced convenience, security,
and richness to people’s lives.

Renesas offers a wide range of MCU products to 
match the demands of every aspect of today’s 
modern lifestyle. Of these, the Tiny Series has 
attracted great attention. These single-chip MCUs 
each combine a high-performance CPU core with 
on-chip flash memory. A broad lineup of Tiny 
Series MCUs is available, allowing users to choose 
precisely the features and performance that their 
specific application requires. From specialized 
high-grade applications to general purpose 
products, the Tiny Series has your needs covered.

New advances in general
purpose MCUs

The product concept of the Tiny Series 
couldn’t be simpler. These Renesas MCUs 
each offer low cost, low pin count, and a 
small package.

Low cost, low pin count,
small package

Tiny consists of four product series, each with a 
different high-performance CPU core. The SH/Tiny 
Series uses the SuperH™ CPU core.  The 
M16C/Tiny Series uses the M16C CPU core. The 
R8C/Tiny Series uses the R8C CPU core, which is 
instruction compatible with the M16C. The H8/Tiny 
Series uses the H8/300H CPU core. Finally, 
H8S/Tiny Series uses the H8S/2000 core. 

Four personalities,
four types of usability

Common features throughout 
the series

Low pin count and small package (most 20 to 100 pins), 
high-performance CPU (16-bit or more).

Highly reliable on-chip flash memory
(factory programming available).*1

High-performance on-chip peripheral
functions for reduced system cost.

*1: Applies to R8C/Tiny Series only.  *2: Renesas Starter Kit

Web-based
technical
support

Low-cost
program

development
environments

Simple
RTOS

support

Middleware/
solutions

Peripheral
functions with

compatible
specifications

RSK,*2

low-cost
CPU boards

H8SX, H8S, H8 Lineup

CPU with improved peripheral functions and low power consumption, suitable for printer, copier, 
office equipment, and general-purpose applications

Suitable for industrial and automotive applications

On-chip multiplier, suitable for automotive, printer, copier, and general-purpose applications

Subclock and 5V I/F, suitable for car audio applications

Improved peripheral interfaces, USB, Ethernet, suitable for office equipment, PCs, 
and general-purpose applications

Improved Peripheral Functions, enhanced bus expansion, suitable for office equipment, 
information, and general-purpose applications

Subclock, low power consumption, USB, suitable for low-power device and car audio applications

On-chip dedicated functions, KBC, suitable for PC server and general-purpose applications

Single-chip, low-pin count package, suitable for office equipment, white goods, industrial, 
and general-purpose applications

16-bit CISC MCUs

Single-chip MCUs

LCD driver, low power consumption

8-bit CISC MCUs
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H8SX Family

H8S Family

H8 Family



The H8/Tiny Series of high-performance MCUs are built around 
the H8S/2000 CPU, which provides object code compatibility 

with the H8/300H CPU. It is also available in the same packages 
and retains pin compatibility with earlier MCUs.

Further improvement in CPU performance

New functions such as event link controller (ELC) and peripheral I/O mapping controller (PMC)

More powerful interrupt controller for reduced software processing load 
(four priority levels, multiplex interrupts)

On-chip data transfer controller (DTC) for better data transfer performance

More A/D converter input channels (16 input channels on 80-pin version)

Big increase in number of timers

High-speed on-chip oscillator with improved accuracy

Power-on reset (POR) circuit with improved functionality

Low-voltage detection (LVD) circuit

Watchdog timer (WDT)

Serial communication interface (SCI) with built-in noise elimination function

<Enhanced performance>
H8S/Tiny

<Enhanced ease of use>

H8/300H Tiny

Under development In planningIn mass production
H8S/Tiny Roadmap

80-pin

64-pin

48-pin

100-pin

36049

36109

36079L

36077L

36077

36079

36094

ROM 32KB / RAM 2K

ROM 56K / RAM 4K

ROM 96K / RAM 4K

ROM 128K / RAM 5K

H8S/20223

ROM 128K / RAM 8K
A/D: 10-bit × 16ch

H8S/20203

ROM 128K / RAM 8K
A/D: 10-bit × 12ch

H8S/20103

ROM 128K / RAM 8K
A/D: 10-bit × 8ch

H8/300H CPU core
H8/300H Tiny

H8S/2000 CPU core
H8S/Tiny

ROM 128K / RAM 6K

3V ver.

3V ver.

Event link controller (ELC)New function 1

Peripheral Functions

The event link controller (ELC) is a circuit that assigns interrupt  signals generated by on-chip functions such as the timers, 

A/D converters, and the data transfer controller (DTC) as startup sources for other on-chip functions.

Reduced
interrupt processing load

Improved
realtime performance

Reduced program size

When on-chip modules are used in 
combination, event link controller 
settings enable a reduction in the 

interrupt processing load.

Eliminates interrupt transition time, 
module startup processing within 
the interrupt handler, and interrupt 

save time.

The overall number of interrupts is 
reduced, making it possible to 
reduce the size of interrupt 

handling routines.

Conventional processing (on-chip module startup)

ELC processing in H8S/Tiny (on-chip module startup)

CPU

CPU

CPU ELC

Interrupt controller

SCI

Timer RA

Timer RB

Timer RC

Timer RD

A/D

DTC

D/A

On-chip modules

Interrupt controller

SCI

Timer RA

Timer RB

Timer RC

Timer RD

A/D

DTC

D/A

On-chip modules

CPU must always
start on-chip

modules.

CPUOn-chip module Interrupt

CPU On-chip module ELC

CPU processing is required as part of on-chip module startup, increasing the CPU load.

The event link controller (ELC) reduces the CPU load and boosts realtime performance!!

3 4



Peripheral I/O mapping controller (PMC)New function 2

Peripheral Functions

The peripheral I/O mapping controller (PMC) enables changing of the I/O pin assignments of on-chip functions.

On 64-pin versions 41 pins,
and on 80-pin versions

51 pins, can be reassigned to
different functions.

Selectable among
up to six functions per pin.

More flexibility
when designing boards.

Pins other than system control pins 
and analog pins can be reassigned 

to different functions.

Pins can be reassigned to different 
functions, such as timers and 

serial communication, by changing 
register settings.

MCU pin functions can be assigned 
to specific pins to match the layout of 

the system board, shortening the 
time needed for board development.

Conventional MCU

Usage example

Using PMC settings on H8S/Tiny

Functions assigned to pins are fixed. Selectable among up to six functions per pin.

Timer

Serial
communication

Timer

PMC P62

P11

Serial
communication

Serial
communication

function

Serial
communication

 function
Timer function

Timer function

Functions can be changed
through register settings

64-pin version (H8/20103): 41 pins can be reassigned to different functions.

80-pin versions (H8/20203, H8/20223): 51 pins can be reassigned to different functions.

Port

(Example 1)
P62

Function 1

External
interrupt

Function 2

Serial
communication

Function 3

Timer RC

Function 4

Timer RG

Function 5

Timer RD

Function 6

Timer RA

Port

(Example 2)
P11

Function 1

External
interrupt

Function 2

Serial
communication

Function 3

Timer RC

Function 4

Timer RG

Function 5

Timer RD

Function 6

Timer RB

Serial

H8S/Tiny

Model A
High-end
version

Model B
Midrange
version

Model C
Low-end
version

I/O

Timer

The peripheral I/O mapping controller 
allows multiple functions to be assigned 

to single pins.

This means developers can create a 
single board for all models of a product.

Big reduction in external devices

In addition to a high-performance CPU and low power consumption, the H8S/Tiny Series provides superior functionality that 
reduces the number of external devices needed.

Data flash

H8S/Tiny MCUs feature on-chip data flash (flash memory for storing data).

Highly accurate high-speed on-chip oscillator

The H8S/Tiny Series is equipped with a highly accurate high-speed on-chip oscillator that is at the top of its class in the industry. 
This eliminates the need for an external oscillator.

Fewer external devices: On-chip modules include on-chip oscillator, power-on reset, low-voltage detection, and EEPROM.

Safe design: Oscillation stop detection, highly functional watchdog timer, ROM protect function, etc.

Conventional MCU H8S/Tiny

Conventional MCU H8S/Tiny with data flash

RESET
IC

EEPROM

Fewer devices
More enabled pins

VCC Vref

RESET

Oscillator

GND

VCC

RESET

GND

POR.
LVD

EEPROM

High-speed
on-chip

oscillator

(1) Transfer

(2) Rewriting of 
block A of 
flash memory

Rewriting of
flash memory

Rewriting program must be transferred to RAM first 
before rewriting flash memory.

Flash memory can be rewritten directly from ROM.
No need to take up RAM or to transfer a rewriting 
program.
Two 4-Kbyte blocks of data flash are provided for 
storing data.

RAM

4 Kbytes (block A)

4 Kbytes (block B)

Rewriting program

Block A

Rewriting program

External 
EEPROM is not 
needed, helping 
to reduce costs.

H8S/TinyConventional on-chip oscillator

Guaranteed conditions: -40 to 85˚C, 2.7 V to 5.5 V

[%]

[V]

4

3

2

1

0

-1

-2

-3

-4

3 3.5 4

±1% 
4.5

Industry-
top-class

performance

5.55
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More advanced low-voltage detection (LVD) function

Peripheral Functions

This function monitors the power supply voltage level and generates an internal reset signal or an interrupt when the voltage drops below a 
designated value. The H8S/Tiny Series has an enhanced low-voltage detection function that increases the available detection voltage levels 
from 4 to 15.

Detection of
external input voltage

Typical value
Detection range

VCC [V]

Vdet0 Vdet1 Vdet2

Selection
among
2 levels

Selection
among

12 levels

Detection of 1 internal level
+

external input voltage

5.0

4.0 3.80

4.45

4.00

2.80
2.35

3.6
2.3

4.0
3.7

3.0

2.0

1.0

5.0

0

H8S/Tiny

H8/300H Tiny

Data transfer controller (DTC) function

The data transfer controller (DTC) is a function that transfers data between the memory and registers, bypassing the CPU.

It is started by interrupts from peripheral functions.

There are a total of 40 start sources for the 20103 Group, 44 for the 20203 Group, and 46 for the 20223 Group.

DTC stopped DTC startup
Address bus

Data bus

Address bus

Data bus

DTC DTC

CPUCPU Peripheral
function

Peripheral
function

Implementation using CPU

Implementation using DTC

Transferring A/D conversion results to RAM

Bus operation Program execution

A/D conversion

Program execution DTC
startup time DTC execution Program execution

A/D conversion

Transfer of
conversion results

to RAM

Transfer of
conversion results

to RAM

Program execution

Operation description

Bus operation

Operation description

DTC operation example

Interrupt
transition time

PUSH
instruction

Interrupt handling
RTE

instruction
POP

instruction

A/D conversion end interrupt

A/D conversion end interrupt
Shorter transfer processing time!

7 8

Air conditioner (system block diagram)

IH cooking heater system block diagram Multifunction printer (MFP)

Home security camera module DC brushless motor (control block diagram)

Application Examples

H8/300L Super Low Power
720 Series
740 Series

H8S/Tiny Series
M16C/Tiny Series
R8C/Tiny Series

3803 Group SH7046 Series
M16C/Tiny Series

3-phase PWM
timer,
5V operation,
enhanced A/D
converter

Timers.
5V operation,
32 to 64 pins

P
ow

er
 m

od
ul

e

Compressor
(inverter
control)

Refrigerant
valve

(Position signal)

6

3

3 to 6

(Control block)

LCD display
(LED)

Carrier
output

Remote control Outdoor Unit
Indoor Unit

Room temperature
sensor

Humidity
sensor

Room temperature
sensor

Room temperature
sensorHumidity

sensor
Outdoor temperature

sensorHeat exchanger
temperature sensor

Carrier input

LED display

Buzzer

Indoor
fan mode

Outdoor fan motor
Send/receive

Airflow direction
motor

On-chip LCD driver,
low power consumption,
small package

• Switch input
• Key input

(Control block)
• Switch input
• Key input

M
MCU

MCU

MCU

M

M

M

H8S/Tiny
Series

H8S/Tiny
Series

H8S/Tiny Series

A/D
converter

Timer
RD

A/D
converter

CPU RAM

ROM

I/O Timer Serial I/F Panel control
MCU

2or4

PFC control signal

Control panel

Power supply
sensor

Top plate sensors
• Temperature 

sensor
• No pot, foreign 

object sensor

Converter block Inverter block

Resonating
capacitor

Magnetic coil

Inverter
output

DC 24V power cable 1

DC 24V power
cable 2

AC 100V
DC 24V

switching
power supply

Input capture function

I/O port output function

Rotation speed switch

Motor stop switch

6-phase waveform
in-phase output

Magnetic pole
potential signal

DC brushless motor
control board

DC 5V
input

AC adaptor

AC100V

External interrupt pin function
Motor stop signal

PWM waveform output function

6-phase waveform
reverse-phase output

I/O ports

8-bit timer

16-bit timer

A/D, D/A

DTC

H8S/2000CPU

Interrupt controller

Rotation speed
switching signal

H8S/Tiny Series

Magnetic pole
potential signal

U, V, W phase
output

DC 24V input

3-phase DC
brushless motor

3-phase DC brushless
motor drive circuit

(MOSFET × 6)

USB 2.0

LAN

Ethernet

LAN

SDRAM

DC motor

Stepping
motor

Pulse
output

Position and
speed detection

Motor
driver

Motor
driver

Engine Controller

Main CPU
32-bit RISC
TCP/IP
166MHz 
and above

I/F + image
processing
ASIC

H8S/Tiny Series

Camera analog
frontend chip

Motor driver

Camera signal
processor chip

Data flash



Packages

Operating frequency/power supply voltage

Operating temperature (°C)

Pin count

Group

Product name

ROM (bytes)

RAM (bytes)

EEPROM (bytes)

ROM type

Program security

CPU core

Min. instruction execution time (ns)

Subclock

On-chip oscillator

Oscillation stop detect

Low-power-consumption configuration

Power-on reset

Low voltage detect

Resolution × channels

Resolution × channels

RTC

Timer RA

Timer RB

Timer RC

Timer RD (16-bit, 2 channels)

Timer RE

Timer RG

Watchdog timer

Event link controller

Peripheral I/O mapping controller

Clock synchronous/asynchronous

I2C bus

SSU

CAN

COMS I/O

Large-current drive port

Pull-up resistors

External

On-chip debug

Onboard flash programming

Memory

CPU

Clock

Voltage detection

A/D converter

D/A converter

Timers

Serial interface

I/O ports

Interrupts (sources)

Debug functions

64pin

H8S/20103

H8S/20102

96K

8K

4K × 2 blocks

F

H8S/2000 CPU

50

    (High speed, low speed)

10-bit × 8ch (On-chip comparator mode)

8-bit × 2ch

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Selectable internal oscillator

3

1

1


55

47

55

7

2.7V to 5.5V/4MHz to 20MHz

-20 to 75°C, -40 to 85°C

4 circuits (system clock, subclock, on-chip oscillators
(low speed, high speed))

4 circuits (system clock, subclock, on-chip oscillators
(low speed, high speed))

Clock oscillator circuits

H8S/20103

128K

8K

4K × 2 blocks

F

H8S/2000 CPU

50

    (High speed, low speed)

10-bit × 8ch (On-chip comparator mode)

8-bit × 2ch

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Selectable internal oscillator

3

1

1


55

47

55

7

2.7V to 5.5V/4MHz to 20MHz

-20 to 75°C, -40 to 85°C

H8S/20202

96K

8K

4K × 2 blocks

F

H8S/2000 CPU

50

    (High speed, low speed)

10-bit × 12ch (On-chip comparator mode)

8-bit × 2ch

1

1

1


2

1

1

Selectable internal oscillator

3

1

1


69

57

69

9

2.7V to 5.5V/4MHz to 20MHz

-20 to 75°C, -40 to 85°C

H8S/20203

128K

8K

4K × 2 blocks

F

H8S/2000 CPU

50

    (High speed, low speed)

10-bit × 12ch (On-chip comparator mode)

8-bit × 2ch

1

1

1


2

1

1

Selectable internal oscillator

3

1

1


69

57

69

9

2.7V to 5.5V/4MHz to 20MHz

-20 to 75°C, -40 to 85°C

80pin

H8S/20203 H8S/20223

H8S/20222

96K

8K

4K × 2 blocks

F

H8S/2000 CPU

50

    (High speed, low speed)

10-bit × 16ch (On-chip comparator mode)

8-bit × 2ch

1

1

1


2

1

1

Selectable internal oscillator

3

1

1


69

53

69

9

2.7V to 5.5V/4MHz to 20MHz

-20 to 75°C, -40 to 85°C

4 circuits (system clock, subclock, on-chip oscillators
(low speed, high speed))

H8S/20223

128K

8K

4K × 2 blocks

F

H8S/2000 CPU

50

    (High speed, low speed)

10-bit × 16ch (On-chip comparator mode)

8-bit × 2ch

1

1

1


2

1

1

Selectable internal oscillator

3

1

1


69

53

69

9

2.7V to 5.5V/4MHz to 20MHz

-20 to 75°C, -40 to 85°C

ROM (bytes)

RAM (bytes)

EEPROM (bytes)

ROM type

Program security

CPU core

Min. instruction execution time (ns)

Subclock

On-chip oscillator

Oscillation stop detect

Power-on reset

Low voltage detect

Resolution × channels

RTC

Timer A

Timer B1

Timer V

Timer W

Timer Z (16-bit, 2 channels)

Timer RC

Timer RD (16-bit, 2 channels)

Sub-system timer

14-bit PWM

Clock synchronous/asynchronous

Input only

COMS I/O

Large-current drive port

Pull-up resistors

External

On-chip debug

Onboard flash programming

Memory

CPU

Clock

Voltage detection

A/D converter

Timers

Serial interface

I/O ports

Interrupts (sources)

Debug functions

Operating temperature (°C)

Pin count

Product name

Group

Watchdog timer

I2C bus

CAN

Packages

Operating frequency/power supply voltage

H8/
36047

64K

3K

M

H8/
36048

80K

3K

M

H8/
36049

96K

3K

M

H8/
36049F

96K

4K

F

1MHz to 10MHz/
2.7V to 5.5V

1MHz to 20MHz/
4.0V to 5.5V

1MHz to 10MHz/
3.0V to 5.5V

1MHz to 20MHz/
4.0V to 5.5V

1MHz to 10MHz/2.7V to 5.5V
1MHz to 20MHz/4.0V to 5.5V

H8/36077

56K

4K

F

H8/
36077F

32K

4K

F

H8/
36074F

56K

4K

F

H8/
36077L

32K

4K

F

H8/
36074L

16-bit H8/300H CPU core

100 (@20MHz)

 (option)

 (option)

10-bit × 8ch

1


1

1


1




1

Selectable internal oscillator

2

1


8

47

8

15

11

-20 to 75°C,-40 to 85°C

16-bit H8/300H CPU core

100 (@20MHz)

 (option)

 (option)

10-bit × 8ch

1


1

1


1




1

Selectable internal oscillator

2

1


8

47

8

15

11

-20 to 75°C,-40 to 85°C

 

Supports four low-power-consumption modes, module standby mode, and system clock divider.
• Standby/sub-active (when using 32kHz subclock)
• Sleep/sub-sleep (when using 32kHz subclock)

4MHz to 16MHz/
3.0V to 3.6V

4MHz to 20MHz/
4.5V to 5.5V

H8/36079

128K

6K

F

H8/
36079F

4MHz to 20MHz/
4.5V to 5.5V

4MHz to 16MHz/
3.0V to 3.6V

96K

6K

F

H8/
36078F

128K

6K

F

H8/
36079L

96K

6K

F

H8/
36078L

Clock oscillator circuits

128K

5K


F

16-bit H8/300H CPU core

100 (@20MHz)

 (option)

 (option)

10-bit × 16ch

1


1

1



1

2


1

Selectable internal oscillator

3

1


8

79

20

15

11

-20 to 75°C,-40 to 85°C

100pin

H8/36109

H8/
36109F

[Without POR/LVD] 4MHz to 10MHz/
3.0V to 5.5V, 4MHz to 20MHz/4.5V to 5.5V

[With POR/LVD] 4MHz to 16MHz/4.5V to 5.5V

3 circuits
(system clock, subclock, on-chip oscillators)

16-bit H8/300H CPU core

100 (@20MHz)




 (option)

 (option)

10-bit × 8ch

1


1

1

1

1




1

Selectable internal oscillator

3

1


8

59

13

13

11

 -20 to 75°C,-40 to 85°C

80pin

H8/36049



2 circuits
(system clock, subclock)

3 circuits
(system clock, subclock, on-chip oscillators)

3 circuits
(system clock, subclock, on-chip oscillators)

H8S/Tiny

H8/300H Tiny
64pin

10mm × 10mm (0.5mm pitch), 14mm × 14mm (0.8mm pitch)

14mm × 20mm (0.65mm pitch), 14mm × 14mm (0.5mm pitch) 14mm × 14mm (0.65mm pitch) 10mm × 10mm (0.5mm pitch), 14mm × 14mm (0.8mm pitch)

12mm × 12mm (0.5mm pitch), 14mm × 14mm (0.65mm pitch)

The E8a on-chip debugging emulator is compatible with all products in the H8S/Tiny Series and delivers an excellent 
performance-to-cost ratio. As it debuggs MCUs on the actual boards, it is also optimum to evaluate the analog specific 
characteristics of MCUs.
The E8a emulator also can function as a flash programmer. Each engineer can be issued an E8a for general debugging 
tasks, while the development team use two or three E100 full emulators for more detailed debugging in the final stages.

9 10All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

New emulator lineup

Development EnvironmentSpecification Table

E100 full-spec
emulator

User’s board

LCD panel

H8S/Tiny
Series

Cable
provided
by user

Host PCHigh-performance
Embedded Workshop

USB
connection

MCU unit

Debugging as emulator with High-performance Embedded 
Workshop.
Programming as programer with Flash Development Tool Kit 
for 8-bit to 32-bit Renesas MCUs.

Easy to change the product-specific part to apply a variety 
of Renesas MCUs.
Lower price than previous Full-spec emulators.
Enhanced functions, including 4-mega cycle high capacity trace.

On-chip debugging
emulator designed

for ease of use

New full-spec emulator
combining low price and

high functionality

Under developmentCompact
emulator

F
u

n
ct

io
n

s

Evaluation, medium- or small-scale development

E8

E6000

E100

E8a

Applications Medium- to large-scale development

Full-spec emulator

On-chip debugging emulator

The E100 full emulator performs at the CPU’s maximum operating frequency. When paired with the High-performance Embedded Workshop 
software package, it provides an easy-to-use environment for debugging programs using a few mouse clicks. The E100 can also be used to 
quickly download load module files.

Powerful debugging functions (trace, RAM 
monitor, conditional breakpoint trace, 
performance analysis).
Source level debugging of C/C++ code.

User’s system

E8a connector

Note:  Programs are downloaded to 
on-chip flash memory.

User interface cable

PC
USB

High-performance 
Embedded Workshop

R0E00008AKCE00

[E8a emulator]

The E8a emulator supplies a 
5V/3.3V power supply, max. 
300mA, to the user’s system.

Issue one E8a emulator to each engineer for general debugging!! Use the E100 full emulator for detailed debugging!!

E8a emulator

For microcomputer 
evaluation

For development For trial
For more detailed 

debugging

Actual board Actual board

E100 Full-spec
emulator

User’s system

Cable
provided
by user

E8a emulator

E8a emulator

The E8a emulator can 
write on microcomputer 
with built-in flash memory.

Low-power-consumption
configuration
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